than before' (63). Lapses in vigilance thus easily sabotage both writing and diets.
1
Originally published in 2007 by Auckland University Press, The Writer's Diet joins Sword's acclaimed Stylish Academic Writing as a work that encourages attention and care in writing.
2 Sharing an observation that prefigures Stylish Academic Writing, Sword asks readers who face ambiguous prose, 'Why should we have to work so hard?' (51). Because The Writer's Diet addresses the sentence level, Sword's ideas complement those in chapter 5 of Stylish Academic Writing, 'Smart Sentencing,' wherein the five rules are further scaled down to three core principles.
To help us tone our prose, Sword has developed a free, online diagnostic: the WritersDiet Test.
3 The colour-coordinated tool, simpler though less nuanced than Wendy Belcher's similar test designed for 'microstructure revising,'
4 underscores the five rules outlined in this book. By cutting and pasting a 100-to 1000-word prose sample and clicking 'run the test,' writers can assess the relative leanness of their text. Sword summarizes how the test and text correlate in her introduction: 'The test is a blunt instrument; the book coaches you in the complex human art of writing powerful prose' (3). Each chapter of The Writer's Diet concludes with a one-page explication of a passage analysed by the WritersDiet Test, wherein Sword convincingly demonstrates that analytic tools based on word frequencies and proportions cannot capture the subtleties of style. (Lest you worry the book is but a promotional vehicle for Sword's WritersDiet Test, remember that the online diagnostic comes free.)
5
Devotees of Strunk and White will feel at home; four of Sword's five rules in The Writer's Diet are variations on classic Strunk and White maxims. But Sword's work inhabits a post-Strunk and White world and thus makes for a fresher read. If the tone of Strunk and White is that of a drill sergeant barking injunctions, Sword is the counselor who knows we'll feel better if we know we're making our readers' lives easier or, yes, even more pleasurable. Sword acknowledges that 'confident stylists understand the value of flouting the rules' from time to time (3), and her deft use of heuristics keeps readers alert. For example, 'Have you ever read a sentence that consists of lots of little phrases arranged in a series of grammatical units in which the main ideas have been constructed from an assortment of prepositions paired with lots of different kinds of nouns?' (30). If you'd not previously noticed such an effect, Sword delivers it -and then deconstructs and diagnoses it: 'bland prepositions smother an already bland sentence, like a white sauce poured over baked cauliflower' (30). Similarly channeling Stephen Pyne in another sentence, Sword states that, in academic writing, adjectives and adverbs 'sometimes supply more clutter than color, more padding than precision' (43). 6 Still, Sword permits us our junk food equivalents: hastily composed texts, emails, or auto-memoranda of true inconsequence. But her worka fitting addition to the Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing series -invites the Fletcherization of words upon both composition and consumption: savouring, indulging, and appreciating the art of writing the way the French appreciate the art of dégustation. 'Why not take time, at least occasionally, to revel in the written word?' Sword ultimately enjoins (64).
Mindful of her readers' busy lives (and twenty-first-century attention spans), Sword delivers her message in The Writer's Diet clearly, cleverly, and concisely. Of the three dozen books on writing I have reviewed for the Journal of Scholarly Publishing since 2007, The Writer's Diet is one of the slimmest, most economical, most smartly composed, 7 and most value laden. I urge you to buy it, read it, and appropriate Sword's advice. Devour the book in a single sitting, or indulge in each chapter as a separate snack. 'Even a few small changes can make a big difference,' Sword writes in Stylish Academic Writing.
8 You would be wise to start with any or all of the five choice suggestions she presents in this book. 
